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The smash European series Chicanos arrives on these shores with this first volume of an ongoing series recounting the
misadventures of A.Y. Jalisco, Private Detective. Penned by Carlos Trillo and featuring art by fan favorite Eduardo Risso
( Bullets), Chicanos follows Jalisco, an unattractive, short Mexican woman who follows her dream of becoming a private
eye in the U.

Latin American especially if immigrant. Various definitions exist of what would be such a " universal race ".
Some of them might be used more commonly in English and others in Spanish: Anyone from the United
States is referred to in Spanish as norteamericano or estadounidense. Romance languages conserved the
original standard formerly shared with English of counting the entire New World as a single America, as was
the consensus in the Age of Discovery ; to Spanish- and Portuguese-speakers in the Americas, they are just as
americano as someone from Belgium would be European. Geological validation of the current English norm is
bound by controversies and potential inconsistency, so the best explanation for both cases is mere tradition.
Mainstream Spanish-language discourse does not treat the American Southwest as a contemporary part of
Mexico cultural, identitarian or otherwise , and the indigenist Chicano nationalism is hardly related at all to
non-American Mexican desire for reconquering , an irredentist narrative of what might be perceived as a
colonial state and collective mentality. Simultaneous movements like the Young Lords , to empower youth,
question patriarchy, democratize the Church , end police brutality, and end the Vietnam War , all intersected
with other ethnic nationalist , peace , countercultural , and feminist movements. Since Chicanismo covers a
wide array of political, religious and ethnic beliefs, and not everybody agrees with what exactly a Chicano is,
most new Latino immigrants see it as a lost cause, as a lost culture, because Chicanos do not identify with
Mexico or wherever their parents migrated from as new immigrants do. Chicanoism is an appreciation of a
historical movement, but also is used by many to bring a new revived politicized feeling to voters young and
old in the defense of Mexican and Mexican-American rights. People descended from Aztlan both in the
contemporary U. Rejection of borders[ edit ] For some, Chicano ideals involve a rejection of borders. The
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo transformed the Rio Grande region from a rich cultural center to a rigid border
poorly enforced by the United States government. Ethnic cohesiveness is a resistance strategy to assimilation
and the accompanying cultural dissolution. Mexican nationalists in Mexico, however, condemn the advocates
of Chicanoism for attempting to create a new identity for the Mexican-American population, distinct from that
of the Mexican nation. Chicanoism is embraced through personal identity especially within small rural
communities that integrate the American culture connected to the Mexican heritage practiced in different parts
of Mexico. Chicanismo The term Chicano is also used to describe the literary, artistic, and musical movements
that emerged with the Chicano Movement. Chicano literature and Chicano poetry Chicano literature tends to
focus on themes of identity, discrimination, and culture, with an emphasis on validating Mexican-American
and Chicano culture in the United States. The novel Chicano, by Richard Vasquez, was the first novel about
Mexican Americans to be released by a major publisher Doubleday, It was widely read in high schools and
universities during the s, and is now recognized as a breakthrough novel. Visual arts[ edit ] In the visual arts,
works by Chicanos address similar themes as works in literature. The preferred media for Chicano art are
murals and graphic arts. Rasquache art is a unique style subset of the Chicano Arts movement. Chicano art
emerged in the mids as a necessary component to the urban and agrarian civil rights movement in the
Southwest, known as la causa chicana, la Causa, or the Chicano Renaissance. The artistic spirit, based on
historical and traditional cultural evolution, within the movement has continued into the present millennium.
Some artists and crafters have transcended the motifs, forms, functions, and context of Chicano references in
their work but still acknowledge their identity as Chicano. These emerging artists are incorporating new
materials to present mixed-media, digital media, and transmedia works. Lalo Alcaraz often depicts the issues
of Chicanos in his cartoon series called "La Cucaracha". One of the most powerful and far-reaching cultural
aspects of Chicano culture is the indigenous current that strongly roots Chicano culture to the American
continent. It also unifies Chicanismo within the larger Pan-Indian Movement. Since its arrival in , an art
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movement known as Danza Azteca in the U. Danza Conchera, De la Conquista, Chichimeca, and so on.
Lowrider cars also figure prominently as functional art in the Chicano community. Music[ edit ] Lalo Guerrero
has been lauded as the "father of Chicano music". Some of these artists, like the band Quetzal , are known for
the political content of political songs. Joan Baez , who was also of Mexican-American descent, included
Hispanic themes in some of her protest folk songs. Chicano rock is rock music performed by Chicano groups
or music with themes derived from Chicano culture. There are two undercurrents in Chicano rock. One is a
devotion to the original rhythm and blues roots of Rock and roll including Ritchie Valens , Sunny and the
Sunglows , and? The second theme is the openness to Latin American sounds and influences. Some music
historians argue that Chicanos of Los Angeles in the late s might have independently co-founded punk rock
along with the already-acknowledged founders from British-European sources when introduced to the US in
major cities. The term was reportedly coined in by rock critic Dave Marsh in a review of their show for Creem
magazine.
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The term Chicano is used to refer to Mexican Americans born in the United States and as a generic ethnic
name for Mexicans in general. Orientation Identification and Location. Chicanos feminine, Chicanas are a
diverse group of Mexicans born in the United States. Many Mexican immigrants, especially children educated
in the United States , identify with the term. However, many people in both populations refuse to self-identify
with that label. The term Chicano derives from Mexica with the "x" pronounced like "sh" in English. Over the
centuries the term came to be associated with the downtrodden, impoverished people in Mexican cities. After
large-scale immigration into California beginning in the s, the label became common among newcomers. In
the s and s it became a rallying cry at protests and demonstrations. To activists it signified a rejection of a
hyphenated label that was selected by non-Mexicans and laid out a non-assimilationist path to becoming
American and adapting a bilingual-bicultural ethnic identity. Most Chicanos are concentrated in the
southwestern United States in what was once northern Mexico. Early settlements from Mexico began in the
sixteenth century in places such as the present-day New Mexico , and most of those settlers had Spanish
backgrounds. Therefore, into the early twenty-first century many people in that region preferred the term
Hispanos despite the fact that a great amount of intermarriage with Indians had taken place. Throughout the
colonial period other settlements were established in Texas, Arizona, and California, and in those areas settlers
were mostly mestizos with their own regional labels. With large-scale immigration in the twentieth century
that continued into the twenty-first century, the Chicano population spread into other regions of the United
States, especially the Midwest and New York. The Chicano population increased from approximately three
million in to more than twenty million in thirty million when all Latinos are counted , with the sharpest rise
coming after the s, when the Chicano movement peaked. Although many Chicanos are descendants of settlers
from the early colonial period, the great majority of these people, especially in urban areas, are more recent
immigrants or their children. In addition to population increases, the primarily rural character of Chicanos in
the early twentieth century shifted to a pattern of residence in towns and cities. Many longtime residents have
joined the flight to suburbia in all the major Southwestern cities. Nevertheless, there are still many small
towns and rancherias, especially in New Mexico and Texas, where Chicano people have stayed put for
centuries. Most Chicanos consider Spanish their mother tongue , and except for recent immigrants most,
though not all, also speak English. There are many variations in Spanish dialects among Chicanos. The
Spanish spoken in colonial times differs from that of immigrants to the United States in modern times, with
regional differences in Mexico adding to the changes over time. With the passage of time and generations
spent in the United States, mastery of the English language was achieved. At the start of the twenty-first
century a large proportion of the Chicano population spoke primarily English, with many people adhering to a
bilingual style. However, large numbers of immigrants have made Spanish the dominant language among
themselves. With the introduction of bilingual education programs in the s, the transition to English became
slower although much smoother for young newcomers, and it is now much more commonly and publicly
accepted to speak Spanish as well as English. This linguistic model is a style that is emerging among many
Spanish speakers in the United States. History and Cultural Relations Chicanos claim indigenous roots in
Aztlan, the present-day southwestern United States, as descendants of the tribal peoples that resided there
hundreds of years before Europeans came to the western hemisphere. According to legend, many Chichimeca
tribes from Aztlan, including the Toltecs and Aztecs, migrated to the central valley of Mexico. With the arrival
of the Spanish in , a new way of life was introduced through conquest and colonization, a process that was in
some respects repeated in with the incorporation of northern Mexican territory into the United States.
Chicanos have been strongly influenced by the war with the United States and American-Mexican relations
and interactions. United States intervention in the Mexican revolution, continuing immigration from Mexico
to the United States sparked initially by that revolution, and numerous border issues revolving around people,
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resources, law, trade, and the difficulties associated with undocumented immigration have affected Chicano
culture. To understand Chicanos, it is necessary to comprehend their Mexican roots. The Spanish interrupted
the evolution of indigenous lifestyles and fashioned a colonial empire that remade the land, people, and
culture. Land, labor, and wealth came under Spanish dominance, and debt peonage ensured that Indian
laborers and their children would remain in bondage indefinitely. Significant cultural and scientific
achievements of the Indians were destroyed, but the cultural and racial mixing that were to define the future
Mexican people and nation were initiated. Spanish architecture, religion, language, and other institutions and
practices were glorified as Indian culture was denigrated, but many amalgamations led to a new Mexican
culture. New foods, religious beliefs and practices, social customs and cultural traditions, and other syncretic
developments arose and evolved. Similarly, the colonists imposed a sexual conquest on the vanquished that
led to a new hybrid people of all colors and appearances. It also left a sociopsychological heritage in which
skin color and physiognomic traits became associated with feelings of inferiority and superiority, with whiter
skin hues being privileged. Whether a person appears to be European or Indian, white or dark, still is
significant among Mexicans as well as Chicanos. In the Southwest Aztlan for almost five hundred years there
have been additional cultural changes and innovations that have affected the Chicano people. Those changes
started in with the first permanent settlement in New Mexico, well before the first English settlements in New
England. The northern Mexican province also experienced rich cultural exchanges and creations and racial
miscegenation that made the Southwest a distinct region within the United States. With the
Mexican-American War of and the arrival of waves of American settlers in the newly acquired territory, a new
order was established. In the overall culture conflict and intercultural hostility that followed, control of land
resources and the labor structure and the distribution of the wealth favored the Anglo-Americans. After the
revolution large-scale immigration from Mexico began. With ebbs and flows, that immigration has continued
to the present time. It has met with periodic anti-immigrant backlashes, such as the repatriation of the s,
Operation Wetback in the s, and the anti-Mexican prejudice in the United States since the s that has been
characterized by legislation to dismantle affirmative action and bilingual education. Subsequent events
showed some improvements in cultural relations, but the historical experiences of tension and hostility have
not ended. Settlements Initially, the Santa Fe settlement in was established as a base to seek mineral resources
in the area, but eventually it became permanent except during a short period after the Pueblo Revolt of
Throughout the Southwest missions and small rancherias hamlets dotted the region. In California an
establishment of pueblo, presidio, and mission leaders controlled civil, military, and religious life among the
native California Indians as well as the settlers. Towns and regions, as well as rivers, mountain ranges, and
other geographic phenomena, still are known by labels imposed in that era, including San Antonio , Santa Fe,
Los Angeles , Sacramento , El Paso , San Diego , and Colorado. In the twentieth century, older settlements
grew and developed and new communities were founded. In the new locales a common pattern emerged
known as the barrio neighborhood settlement as newcomers moved to empty spaces next to work sites where
mines, ranches, railroads, cash crop fields, and light industries needed their cheap labor. The railroads helped
create a migrant stream through the Midwest to Chicago and other industrial cities. These barrios of often
makeshift residences usually were spatially separate and visually distinct from Anglo-American
neighborhoods, commonly on "the other side of the tracks," in both rural and urban regions. They also created
a sense of community that helped Chicanos deal with culture shock and eased their adaptation to American life
and institutions. After World War II the Chicano population grew and became increasingly urban, and many
Chicanos moved to the suburbs in the second half of the twentieth century. Starting in the s, Chicago and New
York became home to hundreds of thousands of Chicanos. In the s many southern states developed Mexican
immigrant enclaves. Traditional settlements still exist in places such as New Mexico and southern Texas.
Self-sufficient ranches and farmlands are owned and operated by small numbers of Chicanos who trace their
heritage to the early centuries of immigration. However, the vast majority of Chicanos participate in the
industrial and service economy and work for wages. Chicanos are employed as farm workers, construction
workers, assemblers in light industry, and increasingly in the service sector. In the last half of the twentieth
century there was a steady but slow movement into skilled and professional positions, and various business
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enterprises and professions flourished. Overall, Chicanos lag behind Anglos in these higher-status positions.
Chicanos, including many immigrants, constitute the largest segment of the American agricultural labor force
and were a major factor in the unionization efforts that helped change conditions for farm workers nationwide
late in the twentieth century. Many Chicano entrepreneurs work in the commercial food sector, running
restaurants, taco stands, and cantinas bars. Chicano food is a syncretic Spanish-Indian mixture, but corn,
beans, and squash still constitute the American trinity that supported tens of millions of Indians for centuries
supplemented with chiles and later rice, pork, beef, and sea-food. Wood carving, weaving, jewelry, and other
artistic traditions derive from the original settlements in New Mexico. Urban Chicano workers in the auto
painting and body work, upholstery, and furniture industries have made a craft out of those occupations.
Chicanos rely on modern malls, but there are also barrio shopping centers and stores that cater to the local
population. Many of those centers have become social, cultural, and political meeting places. Also, some of
the old, dying Anglo city centers have been appropriated by the largely immigrant population and remade into
sites for new retail enterprises; the Mexican outdoor market concept known as tianguis has moved products
out into the streets. Small family-operated stores tienditas are still used for immediate needs. With the
establishment of the North American Free Trade Agreement in , trade between Mexico and the United States
burgeoned, and many Chicano entrepreneurs have benefited as a result. Status distinctions based on traditional
"patron-peon" relations have almost disappeared among Chicanos born in the United States but persist among
many newcomers. Living in the United States has made Chicanas more independent and educated. Also,
low-paying service sector employment often requires both husband and wife to work. Increasingly, the
younger generation of males has grown to accept and champion these changes. Although middle- and
upper-class status has become a reality for a growing segment of this group, many first- and second-generation
Mexicans still work as dishwashers, gardeners, domestics, and janitors and in other service occupations with
low pay and little status. As late as , attempts to bring public attention to the corrupt and illegal way in which
those lands were taken were unsuccessful. The only remaining pockets of original real estate are in New
Mexico. However, members of the Chicano middle class have followed the exodus to suburbia to purchase
homes and they take pride in their new real estate. Kinship Kin Groups and Descent. Traditionally, descent
largely followed the Western European bilateral models, but with a strong emphasis on patriarchy in regard to
status, respect, and authority. Kinship practices emphasize family and extended family networks. Despite the
influence of generational change in America, these beliefs and customs have persisted. Individualism,
although growing, is still typically superseded by family concerns. Marriage and Family Marriage. Romantic
love as the basis for marriage has become typical among American-born Chicanos, but among newcomers the
choice of a mate still is scrutinized carefully by elders. Socially mobile Chicanos born in the United States
tend to intermarry more with Anglos, and exogamous marriages are slightly more common among Chicanas
with higher status. The average age for marriage is low compared to that for Anglo Americans. Postmarital
residence is almost always neolocal. Nuclear family units are more common among acculturated Chicanos, but
the extended family is characteristic of most households. Patriarchy traditionally has been the foundation of
the household, tempered by Marian Catholic ideology, which places females in an exalted position.
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